
Essential safety tips for you and your baby

Falling down the stairs, getting burns or scalds, or swallowing harmful 
substances are accidents that are still far too common in the home and can be 
avoided by taking a few simple steps to make the home a safer environment.

Seeing the world through a child’s eyes is a good way for you to be more aware of the possible 
danger points and make their home safer. Here are some simple but practical tips on how you can 
reduce the risks within the home and make it a safer environment.

What you may need:
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Keeping Your Child Safe

•  fire guard 
•  appliance latches 
•  harness and reins

•  socket covers  
•  play pen 
•  baby monitor  

•  safety gates
•  door cushions
•  corner cushions
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Preventing Accidents
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        THE BEDROOM TOP TIPS

• Move all creams and lotions out of easily  
 accessible drawers or use a drawer lock to keep 
 them out of reach
• Ensure that nappy bags are also kept within a  
 secure drawer
• Don’t forget your bedroom. Perfumes, makeup,  
 hair gels, hairdryers and hair stylers also need to  
 be stored out of reach
Recommended Buy:
• Pressure fit safety gate, socket covers, safety  
 catches and multi-purpose latches, a door stopper
• Lindam digital video monitor

        THE BATHROOM TOP TIPS

• Use a toilet lid lock to prevent valuables being lost  
 down the toilet
• Children are fascinated with all bottles, even  
 perfume and toothpaste can become a danger.  
 Be vigilant about keeping all items out of reach  
 and either buy products with, or transfer products  
 into bottles with, tamper proof tops
Recommended Buys:
• Multi-purpose latches and toilet locks
• Cabinet locks

        THE KITCHEN TOP TIPS

• Use the back burners on your hob rather than 
 the front 
• Store cleaning products in wall cupboards so they  
 are out of reach
• Always ensure that lids are securely fastened  
 and where possible buy products which  
 have child safety lids For more information visit www.lindam.com

• Most pump spray cleaners now come with  
 lockable caps. Make sure you turn them to the off  
 position when not in use to avoid your child  
 spraying themselves in their face
Recommended Buys:
• Multi-purpose latches and appliance latches
• Safety gate to prevent children entering the  
 kitchen without your knowledge

        THE STAIRS TOP TIPS

• You should choose a wall mounted safety gate  
 for the top of the stairs which is screwed directly  
 into the wall and doesn’t have a bar running along  
 the bottom, which could be a potential trip hazard  
 at the top of the stairs. A pressure fit or wall  
 mounted safety gate can be used at the bottom  
 of the stairs.

        THE LIVING ROOM TOP TIPS

• One of the best ways to check for dangers is  
 through your child’s eyes - on your hands and  
 knees. Always use a fire guard, even if you have an  
 electric fire as the heat of the glass can still  
 cause serious burns
Recommended Buys:
• Corner cushions, socket covers, safety catches
• Fire guard
• Soft sided or metal play pen

        OUT AND ABOUT TOP TIPS

• Always let your child walk furthest away from the  
 road - not at the curb
• Whenever possible, always use a toddler runner or  
 harness and reins to prevent your child from  
 venturing too far away from you
• Light reflective clothing will make your child more  
 visible in the dark
• When travelling in the car ensure a sun shade is  
 used to prevent your child from burning or  
 overheating in the sun
• Always ensure your child is in an age appropiate 
 car seat, fitted in line with manufacturers instructions
Recommended buys
• Harness and reins
• Roller sun shades


